EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES COMPETITION 2019
PROJECT PROPOSALS SUBMITTED

#

COMPANY

CONTACT DETAILS

PROJECT DISCRIPTION

01

WICRYPT TECH LTD

Aronu Ugochukwu
07039428639

WICRYPT- enables permission-less sharing and resale of mobile data. It
enables users make money when they share their hotspot

02

HOOLI CONSULT

Abdulhakeem A. Mustapha
09033362564
amustapha@hooli.ng

WhatsApp chatbot-A form of artificial intelligence (a computer
program that mimics human conversations using text, images, and
video)

03

ECOCONNECT

Osayi Omokaro
08182884091

04

PHAHEEM NIGERIA LTD

Isa Dahiru
08039326875
easerdahiru@gmail.com

ECO-CONNECT PORTAL-A digital waste/environmental management
app (mobile and web) that allows users to generate wealth from their
waste
Phaheem plate- A device that converts footsteps into stored electricity
for prompt or future use

05

KIRKIRA INNVATION HUB

Arafat Bala

I-meter (smart meter)-Developed smart meter to measure energy used
24/7 and sends the data to mobile phone

06

SUPRIX TECHNOLOGY

Prof. Olusegun Ajayi
08033175209
segeaj@gmail.com

SKILLNET- A product developed by Suprix Technology to connect users
with trustworthy service providers and artisans around the users at the
comfort of both parties

08

SKY MEASURES LTD

QATALOG- Automates higher education learning content distribution
across universities and colleges in 54 African countries

09

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FOR
POVEERTY ALLEVIATION INITIATIVE

Martins Fidelis
martins.fidelis@qataloog.com
08067082203
Muhammad Bashir Aliyu
08167080555
bashdonc@gmail.com

Obuno IoT Engine- is the perfect platform that brings both Professionals
and Students (Industry
and Academia) together; a made-in-Nigeria IoT (internet of things) fully
featured Development Board & Educational Kit bringing internet of
things at your fingertips with the
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possibility of talking to the cloud, creating great opportunities to
assimilate smart technologies, design the next big thing and solve
unique problems
VNTS COMPANY LTD: designs and manufactures hardware network
products that solves Wi-Fi (last-inch) and last-mile broadband
connectivity issues. Target customers are individuals, Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) and mobile network operators (MNO)

10

VNTS COMPANY LTD

Chike Henry Obinugwu
09035310648
henry@vntsonline.com
http://vntsonline.com

11

NOTITA

Aniegbe Joel
www.BlueCircleng.com
BlueCircleApp@gmail.com

Blue circle- was created as a result of difficulty healthcare professionals’
face in accessing health data due to paper based recording system

12

SNAPILABS TECHSERVE LIMITED

Dr. Ope Banwo

13

HARISCOPE SOLUTIONS

Ibrahim Abdullahi
iabdullahi@hariscope.com
08062989205

MOBIMATIC: is a drag ‘n’ drop mobile app builder that enables anyone
build mobile applications for android and iOS within minutes
HARISCOPE SOLUTIONS: use block chain technology to synergize all
MNOs (Mobile Network Operators), NCC, NIMC-NIN platforms to verify
subscriber activity (sim registration, welcome back and porting) by
tracking the activities, identifying fraudulent subscribers, identifying
pre-registered sim cards and blocking such parties across all the MNOs
in real time.
Major solutions in the offer – Pre-registered sim cards, persistent fraud
using phone numbers, sim swap issues, identity theft.

14

JIBO BUSINESS EMPIRE

Ali Usman Jibrin

15

SOFTECH VILLE

Bashir Ya’u

16

GSTC HUB

Auwal Muhammad Gwarzo
auwalgwarzo15@gmail.com
08035231576

E- pediatrics-An application that serves as a platform to connect
patients to pediatricians and medical professionals in an attempt to
curtail the scarcity of manpower in pediatrics which leads to high
mortality rate. It targets the rural areas, as well as urban areas in Kano
state with the view of expanding to cut across the entire federation.
Al-Ihsan Store-An online market built based on the need for stores
going online to have full control and maximize analytics in
understanding the growth of their business and making decisions that
will ensure its progress.
Also based on online market customers to get a shopping experience
that is satisfactory.
Almajiri Waste Management System Platform- This project is aim to
integrate ALMAJIRI from abandoned personality into wealthy resource
person. Also to convert waste resources into vital product of
potentiality. With the help of this platform we can generate Almajiri’s
2

data, get in touch with households and industries with regard to their
waste product online.
The Petroleum Product Volume Estimator and Tracker (PPVET), also
called the Receptacle Volume Estimator (RVE), is a portable electronic
device that automatically detects when a petroleum product is
deposited into a vessel or receptacle, monitors the entire volume
deposition process, detects when deposition has been completed, and
transmits the measured deposited product volume to the dedicated
management control centres
SchoolFocus-modern technology digital literacy for African schools that
provides AI powered automation service and Digital literacy training/
empowerment
Phone++ Application is a phone call application and an anti-theft/ anti
abduction software. This app will help security agents track criminals
and their victims

17

RACETT NIGERIA

Dr. (Engr.) O’tega Ejofodomi
racettng@gmail.com
09018410510

18

GlobalFocus InfoTech Solutions LTD

Chukwuemeka Precious Asadu
www.schoolsfocus.net

19

CONTRITRACK INNOVATIONS

Engr. Patrick Olusanya Elisha
08037061027

20

TOP SALE SOLUTION

Muhammed Sanusi
08026521855, 07034536719
informationsyndrom@gmail.com

Top Sale Solution is developing Infosyndrom as an info-commerce
platform for complete business startup information and solutions

21

TAIBA VICTOR AYUBA

08033535055
victaiba@yahoo.com

22

AJIOZI LIMITED

23

CHINIKI GUARD LIMITED

Lutrics is an advanced Internet of Things (IoT), Smart devices and
mobile
App coupled with Wi-Fi/internet to connect appliances for creating
smart homes of the future. This technology controls home utilities,
machines,
equipment, sensors, appliances, kitchen gadgets and also has safety
features
5G Enabled IoT for Asset Integrity Control & Management- This
innovation is a 5G enabled solution that supports MNOs, ISP and hardcore Engineering industries to improve telecoms infrastructure asset
integrity control and management, through equipment monitoring,
maintenance, theft reduction and vandalism, increase production yield
with optimal return on investment, while lowering downtime. Granted,
this solution supports third and fourth generation internet service (3G
& 4G network).
Chiniki Guard- provides real-time updates on the activities going on in a
Retail store. It reports theft and shoplifting by analyzing the video feed
from your CCTV camera

Abdulhakim Bashir
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24

RAD5 TECH HUB LTD

Salvation Peter

Chọọya- Africa’s foremost search engine for trade and commerce. The
first search engine to empower the world to trade in Africa with or
without an internet connection or a smartphone device.
Jiggle- A fun and innovative food budgeting platform for students in
Africa that ensures they always have food to eat throughout their
school year even when they are broke. You pay once, eat whenever and
wherever, save money, stay focused and excel in your academic
activities while food vendors benefit by using Jiggle to grow their
businesses and gain insight into their customer analytics.
ScanBook is a startup company that was founded in 2018 by our team
to form a business.We offer women a solution to schedule antenatal or
post-natal appointments with
maternal clinic at the tip of their hand using USSD technology. They just
need an ordinary mobile phone and some credit on it to schedule
preferred date and time for the visit
Plagiarism detector software

25

JIGGLE GLOBAL SERVICES LIMITED

David Inyang-Etoh
08027999102
admin@jiggle.ng

26

SCAN BOOK

Adamu Samaila Muazu
samailaadamumuazu@gmail.com
08133551450

27

LEXINGTON TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

3 Dr Yahaya Hamza Street, Unguwan Rimi,
Kaduna State

28

BIZBOOK TECHNOLOGY

Amadi Faith
08033807301 admin@bizbooktech.com

BizBook is an App that provides an inexpensive way of keeping business
record

29

STEAMLEDGE LIMITED

Ahmad Aminu Idris

30

SKYSENX LIMITED

Laye Eselemo
+2348064363747

32

NICADEMIA HUB

Chukwuebuka Mark Micheal
info@nicademia.com
08099447049

The Almajiri mobile classroom- An Android based educational device
that provides offline and online access to hybrid two-way translation
(Hausa-English-Hausa); literacy, numeracy and basic science in visual
interactive format
CrimeGuard-An application that serves as a database to store details of
personal properties like cars, laptops and phones, and to report,
monitor and broadcast same properties when missing
Nicademia Hub-Provides affordable Co-living and Co-working spaces for
Entrepreneurs

33

HYTEK COMPUTERS

34

ELTECH COMPUTERS

Muhammad Nur Kachallah
Yobe State
Dominic Lawrence Hena
ABU Zaria

Automatic fan system-Automatically changes the speed level according
to temperature changes
We-connect-An online platform or system that will be developed to
bridge the gap between an employer and a job seeker aimed with
reducing unemployment rate, giving a fair and just recruitment process
4

35

A2C TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

Adamu Umar
07064299955
Adamuchindoo@gmail.com

36

ENCRYPTION LAB

Usman Fori
contactusmanfori@gmail.com
07036951585

37

XPLASH MULTIELECTRONICS LIMITED

38

MOBOVET NIGERIA LTD

Mubarak Ahmad
mubarakahmad4@gmail.com
08066339269
Dr. Akpem Terese Shadrach

39

AMINU AHMAD

40

HOOLI CONSULT

Abdulhakeem A. Mustapha
09033362564
amustapha@hooli.ng

41

SKYSENX LIMITED

Laye Eselemo
+2348064363747

42

THE ACADOPRENUERSHIP HUB

Jibril Bala
jibril.bala@futminna.edu.ng
08137125837

43

THE ACADOPRENUERSHIP HUB

Jibril Bala
jibril.bala@futminna.edu.ng
08137125837

to every citizen of this country and ensuring only competent and qualify
people are employed
Whox Software- Aids the security agencies locate the coordinate and
monitor any suspicious user for rescue or prevention of kidnapping

IDP Guide- An application developed by encryption lab with the pilot
phase as an android App to seve as a guide to the activities of an
internally displaced person. The application provides access to
information, Learning resources and communication with relevant
agencies and establishments.
Hartic Smart Communicator- A unique and locally made Smart Home
solution that seeks to revolutionize communication and replace
intercom in hotel industry
VetConnect- Using technology, VC disrupts the conventional way of
veterinary practice in Nigeria
Hausa Farmers- A software program with agricultural information and
resources in the Hausa language, which allows farmers to learn about
farming, marketing, acquiring new agricultural subsidies and more.
Whereas non-farmers will also be able to purchase products easily and
to research agricultural issues in general.
Pipersoft Inventory
Management Software
Development- Pipersoft is an inventory management system dedicated
to providing businesses with a
one-stop solution for their business needs
Skysenx Electronic-Mouse Trap is a non-toxic, portable and
rechargeable device that is convenient for use, it can catch as many
mice as possible per charge. This Innovative design enables easy
capture and disposal of mice
SCEMS- A Smart and Secure Energy Management System for Base
Stations.
The system comprises of a backup power supply unit which utilizes
solar energy to power the BTS during electricity outages.
IWS-A GSM Communication Based Intelligent Walking Stick
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44

THE ACADOPRENUERSHIP HUB

Jibril Bala
jibril.bala@futminna.edu.ng
08137125837

45

AREWATECHUB

Ozochibata Kelvin C.
09037527382
info@arewatechub.com.ng

46

TAWADA

47

CHIEMALA ANOSIKE

48

GOODVISION BOOK KEEPING SERVICES

49

UMAR SANI

A Multiple Operator Enabled SIM Card (MOES)-The proposed device is
expected to provide subscribers with the privilege of enjoying good
services from available operators without the added expenses of having
more than one phone or a phone with multiple SIM slots.
Arewatechub wishes to execute a community based project for (1000)
Kano State women and youths. Six (6) vocational skills will be taught for
free
TAWADA - The app basically creates a dynamic environment for the
production and consumption of podcasts
T-Latta- A Smart Drip Monitoring System for hospitals that prevents the
complications associated with the administration of drug, blood and
body
electrolyte, using intravenous infusion method
StockMagic-A stocktaking Android application developed to help collect
and relay instant
inventory data (physical stock and stock variance reports)

Segun Akinduro
08107151404

X-CMED-A smart walking stick that will guide blind
people and those that are partially impaired to navigate or move
independently
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